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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the problem of multi-
ple unicast sessions over a directed acyclic graph. It is well
known that linear network coding is insufficient for achieving
the capacity region, in the general case. However, there exist
networks for which routing is sufficient to achieve the whole rate
region, and we refer to them as routing-optimal networks. We
identify a class of routing-optimal networks, which we refer to
as information-distributive networks, defined by three topological
features. Due to these features, for each rate vector achieved by
network coding, there is always a routing scheme such that it
achieves the same rate vector, and the traffic transmitted through
the network is exactly the information transmitted over the cut-
sets between the sources and the sinks in the corresponding
network coding scheme. We present examples of information-
distributive networks, including some examples from (1) index
coding and (2) from a single unicast session with hard deadline
constraint.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider network coding for multiple
unicast sessions over directed acyclic graphs. In general, non-
linear network coding should be considered in order to achieve
the whole rate region of network coding [1]. Yet, there exist
networks, for which routing is sufficient to achieve the whole
rate region. We refer to these networks as routing-optimal
networks. We attempt to answer the following questions: 1)
What are the distinct topological features of these networks? 2)
Why do these features make a network routing-optimal? The
answers to these questions will not only explain which kind
of networks can or cannot benefit from network coding, but
will also deepen our understanding on how network topologies
affect the rate region of network coding.
A major challenge is that there is currently no effective
method to calculate the rate region of network coding. Some
researchers proposed to use information inequalities to approx-
imate the rate region [2]. However, except for very simple
networks, it is very difficult to use this approach since there
is potentially an exponential number of inequalities that need
to be considered. [3] provides a formula to calculate the rate
region by finding all possible entropy functions, which are
vectors of an exponential number of dimensions, thus very
difficult to solve even for simple networks.
In this paper, we employ a graph theoretical approach in
conjunction with information inequalities to identify topologi-
cal features of routing-optimal networks. Our high-level idea is
as follows. Consider a network code. For each unicast session,
we choose a cut-set C between source and sink, and a set P
of paths from source to sink such that each path in P passes
through an edge in C. Since the information transmitted from
the source is totally contained in the information transmitted
along the edges in C, we can think of distributing the source
information along the edges in C (details will be explained
later). Moreover, we consider a routing scheme in which the
traffic transmitted along each path P ∈ P is exactly the source
information distributed over the edge in C that is traversed by
P . Such a routing scheme achieves the same rate vector as
the network code. However, since the edges might be shared
among multiple unicast sessions, such a routing scheme might
not satisfy the edge capacity constraints. This suggests that
the cut-sets and path-sets we choose for the unicast sessions
should have special features. These are essentially the features
we are looking for to describe routing-optimal networks.
We make the following contributions:
• We identify a class of networks, called information-
distributive networks, which are defined by three topo-
logical features. The first two features capture how the
edges in the cut-sets are connected to the sources and the
sinks, and the third feature captures how the paths in the
path-sets overlap with each other. Due to these features,
given a network code, there is always a routing scheme
such that it achieves the same rate vector as the network
code, and the traffic transmitted through the network is
exactly the source information distributed over the cut-
sets between the sources and the sinks.
• We prove that if a network is information-distributive, it
is routing-optimal. We also show that the converse is not
true. This indicates that the three features might be too
restrictive in describing routing-optimal networks.
• We present examples of information-distributive networks
taken from the index coding problem [4] and single
unicast with hard deadline constraint.
We expect that our work will provide helpful insights
towards characterizing all possible routing-optimal networks.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Network Model
The network is represented by an acyclic directed multi-
graph G = (V,E), where V and E are the set of nodes and
the set of edges in the network respectively. Edges are denoted
by e = (u, v, i) ∈ V × V × Z≥0, or simply by (u, v), where
v = head(e) and u = tail(e). Each edge represents an error-
free and delay-free channel with capacity rate of one. Let In(v)
and Out(v) denote the set of incoming edges and the set of
outgoing edges at node v.
There are K ≥ 1 unicast sessions in the network. The ith
unicast session is denoted by a tuple ωi = (si, di), where si
and di are the source and the sink of ωi respectively. The mes-
sage sent from si to di is assumed to be a uniformly distributed
random variable Yi with finite alphabet Yi = {1, · · · , d2nRie},
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2where Ri is the source information rate at si. All Yi’s are
mutually independent. Given 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ K, denote
Yi:j = {Ym : i ≤ m ≤ j}. We assume In(si) = Out(di) = ∅
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ K.
Let mincut(u, v,G) denote the minimum capacity of all
cut-sets between two nodes u and v. Given two nodes u, v, let
Puv denote the set of directed paths from u to v. The routing
domain of ωi, denoted by Gi, is the sub-graph induced by the
edges of the paths in Psidi .
B. Routing Scheme
A routing scheme is a transmission scheme where each node
only replicates and forwards the received messages onto its
outgoing edges. Define the following linear constraints:∑
P∈Psidi
fi(P ) ≥ R′i ∀1 ≤ i ≤ K (1)
K∑
i=1
∑
P∈Psidi ,e∈P
fi(P ) ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ E (2)
where fi(P ) ∈ R≥0 represents the amount of traffic routed
through path P for ωi. A rate vector R = (R′i : 1 ≤ i ≤ K) ∈
RK≥0 is achievable by routing scheme if there exist fi(P )’s
such that (1) and (2) are satisfied. The rate region of routing
scheme, denoted by Rr, is the set of all rate vectors achievable
by routing scheme.
C. Network Coding Scheme
A network coding scheme is defined as follows: [3]
Definition 1. An (n, (ηe : e ∈ E), (Ri : 1 ≤ i ≤ K), (δi : 1 ≤
i ≤ K)) network code with block length n is defined by:
1) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ K and e ∈ Out(si), a local encoding
function: φe : Yi → {1, · · · , ηe};
2) for each v ∈ V −{si, di : 1 ≤ i ≤ K} and e ∈ Out(v), a
local encoding function: φe :
∏
e′∈In(v){1, · · · , ηe′} →
{1, · · · , ηe};
3) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ K, a decoding function: ψi :∏
e′∈In(di){1, · · · , ηe′} → Yi;
4) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ K, the decoding error for ωi is δi =
Pr(ψ˜i(Y1:K) 6= Yi), where ψ˜i(Y1:K) is the value of ψi
as a function of Y1:K .
Given e ∈ E, let Ue = φ˜e(Y1:K), where φ˜e(Y1:K) is the
value of φe as a function of Y1:K , denote the random variable
transmitted along e in a network code. For a subset C ⊆ E,
denote UC = {Ue : e ∈ C}.
Definition 2. A rate vector R = (R′i : 1 ≤ i ≤ K) ∈ RK≥0 is
achievable by network coding if for any  > 0, there exists
for sufficiently large n, an (n, (ηe : e ∈ E), (Ri : 1 ≤ i ≤
K), (δi : 1 ≤ i ≤ K)) network code such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
1
n
log ηe ≤ 1 +  ∀e ∈ E (3)
Ri ≥ R′i −  ∀1 ≤ i ≤ K (4)
δi ≤  ∀1 ≤ i ≤ K (5)
The capacity region achieved by network coding, denoted by
Rnc, is the set of all rate vectors R achievable by network
coding.
Given a network code that satisfies (3)-(5), the following
inequalities must hold:
1
n
H(Ue) ≤ 1
n
log(ηe) ≤ 1 +  ∀e ∈ E (6)
1
n
H(Yi) =
1
n
log(d2nRie) ≥ Ri ≥ R′i −  ∀1 ≤ i ≤ K (7)
1
n
I(Yi;UIn(di)) ≥ (1− )(R′i − )−
1
n
∀1 ≤ i ≤ K (8)
where (8) is due to Fano’s Inequality:
1
n
I(Yi;UIn(di)) ≥
1
n
(H(Yi)− δi log |Yi| − 1)
=
1
n
(1− δi)H(Yi)− 1
n
≥ (1− )(R′i − )−
1
n
D. Routing-Optimal Networks
Since routing scheme is a special case of network coding,
Rr ⊆ Rnc.
Definition 3. A network is said to be routing-optimal, if
Rnc = Rr, i.e., for such network, routing is sufficient to
achieve the whole rate region of network coding.
III. A CLASS OF ROUTING-OPTIMAL NETWORKS
In this section, we present a class of routing-optimal
networks, called information-distributive networks. We first
use examples to illustrate the topological features of these
networks, and show why they make the networks routing-
optimal. Then, we define these networks more rigorously.
A. Illustrative Examples
Example 1. We start with the simplest case of single unicast.
It is well known that for this case, a network is always
routing-optimal [5]. In this example, we re-investigate this
case from a new perspective in order to highlight some
of the important features that make it routing optimal. Let
m = mincut(s1, d1, G), and C = {e1, · · · , em} is a cut-
set between s1 and d1. Assume R′1 ∈ Rnc. Therefore, for
 = 1k > 0 (k ∈ Z>0), there exists a network code such that
(3)-(5) are satisfied. In the followings, all the random variables
are defined in this network code.
One important feature of this network is that each path from
s1 to d1 must pass through at least an edge in C. Thus, UIn(d1)
is a function of UC . The following inequality holds:
I(Y1;UIn(d1)) ≤ I(Y1;UC) (9)
The following equation holds:
I(Y1;UC) =
m∑
j=1
I(Y1;Uej |U{e1,··· ,ej−1}) (10)
Intuitively, we can interpret (10) as follows: I(Y1;Ue1) is the
amount of information about Y1 that can be obtained from Ue1 ,
I(Y1;Ue2 |Ue1) the amount of information about Y1 that can
be obtained from Ue2 , excluding those already obtained from
Ue1 , and so on. Hence, (10) can be seen as a “distribution”
of the source information over the edges in C. Moreover, for
each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we have:
I(Y1;Uej |U{e1,··· ,ej−1}) ≤ H(Uej ) (11)
Another important feature is that due to Menger’s Theorem,
there exist m edge-disjoint paths, P1, · · · , Pm, from s1 to d1
such that ej ∈ Pj for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Due to this feature, we can
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Fig. 1. Examples of information-distributive networks, where si, di (1 ≤
i ≤ 3) are the source and the sink of the ith unicast session respectively.
construct a routing scheme by simply letting each Pj transmit
the information distributed on ej :
fn,k(P ) =
{
1
nI(Y1;Uej |U{e1,··· ,ej−1}) if P = Pj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m
0 otherwise.
(12)
Clearly, due to (6) and (11), the above routing scheme satisfies
the following inequalities:
fn,k(Pj) ≤ 1
n
H(Uej ) ≤ 1 +
1
k
(13)
Moreover, due to (8)-(10), we have:∑
P∈Ps1d1
fn,k(P ) =
m∑
j=1
fn,k(Pj) =
1
n
I(Y1;UC)
≥ 1
n
I(Y1;UIn(d1)) ≥
(
1− 1
k
)(
R′i −
1
k
)
− 1
n
(14)
Since fn,k(Pj) have an upper bound (see (13)), there
exists a sub-sequence (nl, kl)∞l=1 such that each sequence
(fnl,kl(Pj))
∞
l=1 approaches a finite limit. Define the following
routing scheme:
f1(P ) =
{
liml→∞ fnl,kl(P ) if P = Pj(1 ≤ j ≤ m);
0 otherwise.
Due to (13) and (14), the above routing scheme satisfies
(1) and (2). Hence, R′1 ∈ Rr, which implies Rnc ⊆ Rr.
Therefore, the network is routing-optimal. 
As shown above, two features are essential in making a
network with single-unicast routing-optimal. The first feature
is the existence of a cut-set such that each path from the source
to the sink must pass through an edge in the cut-set. Due to
this feature, the source information contained in UIn(d1) can
be completely obtained from the messages transmitted through
the cut-set C (see (9)). The second feature is the existence of
edge-disjoint paths P1, · · · , Pm, each of which passes through
exactly one edge in C. Due to this feature, a routing scheme
can be constructed such that the traffic transmitted along the
paths P1, · · · , Pm is exactly the information distributed on the
edges in C (see (12)). These two features together guarantee
that the routing scheme achieves the same rate as network
coding (see (13), (14)).
However, extending these features to multiple unicast ses-
sions is not straightforward. One difference from single unicast
is that UIn(di) may not be a function of UC , where C is a cut-
set between si and di, and thus (9) might not hold. Another
difference is that the information from multiple unicast ses-
sions might be distributed on an edge, and thus (11) might not
hold. Moreover, the paths for multiple unicast sesssions might
overlap with each other, and thus (13) might not hold. These
differences suggest that the cut-sets and the paths, over which
a routing scheme is to be constructed, should have additional
features in order for the resulting routing scheme to achieve
the same rate vector as network coding. We use an example
to illustrate some of these features.
Example 2. Consider the network shown in Fig. 1aa. Consider
an arbitrary rate vector R = (R′1, R
′
2) ∈ Rnc. Therefore, for
 = 1k (k ∈ Z>0), there exists a network code that satisfies
(3)-(5). In the sequel, all the random variables are defined in
this network code.
For ω1, we choose a cut-set C1 = {e1, e2, e3} between s1
and d1, and a set of paths P1 = {P11, P12, P13} that pass
through e1, e2, e3 respectively; for ω2, we choose a cut-set
C2 = {e2, e3} between s2 and d2, and a set of paths P2 =
{P21, P22} that pass through e2, e3 respectively.
We first investigate C1, C2. One important feature is that
each path from s2 to d1 passes through at least an edge in
C1. Thus, C1 is also a cut-set between {s1, s2} and d1, and
UIn(d1) is a function of UC1 . Hence, we have:
I(Y1;UIn(d1)) ≤ I(Y1;UC1) (15)
Moreover, Out(s1)∪C2 is a cut-set between {s1, s2} and d2,
and UOut(s1) is a function of Y1. Hence UIn(d2) is a function
of Y1, UC2 , which implies:
I(Y2;UIn(d2)|Y1) ≤ I(Y2;UC2 |Y1) (16)
We distribute the source information over C1, C2 as follows:
I(Y1;UC1) = I(Y1;Ue1) + I(Y1;Ue2 |Ue1)
+ I(Y1;Ue3 |U{e1,e2})
I(Y2;UC2 |Y1) = I(Y2;Ue2 |Y1) + I(Y2;Ue3 |Y1, Ue2)
(17)
Another feature about C1, C2 is that edge e1 is connected to
only one source s1, and thus Ue1 is a function of Y1. As shown
below, this feature guarantees that the information distributed
on an edge e ∈ C1 ∪C2 is completely contained in Ue. First,
for e1, it can be easily seen that:
I(Y1;Ue1) ≤ H(Ue1) (18)
For e2, we have:
I(Y1;Ue2 |Ue1) + I(Y2;Ue2 |Y1)
(b)
=I(Y1;Ue2 |Ue1) + I(Y2;Ue2 |Y1, Ue1)
=I(Y1, Y2;Ue2 |Ue1) ≤ H(Ue2)
(19)
where (b) is due to the fact that Ue1 is a function of Y1, and
thus, I(Y2;Ue2 |Y1) = I(Y2;Ue2 |Y1, Ue1). Similarly, for e3,
we have:
I(Y1;Ue3 |U{e1,e2}) + I(Y2;Ue3 |Y1, Ue2)
(c)
=I(Y1;Ue3 |U{e1,e2}) + I(Y2;Ue3 |Y1, U{e1,e2})
=I(Y1, Y2;Ue3 |U{e1,e2}) ≤ H(Ue3)
(20)
where (c) is again due to the fact that Ue1 is a function of Y1.
Next, we investigate P1,P2. One important feature is that
if P ∈ P1 overlaps with P ′ ∈ P2, P ∩ C1 = P ′ ∩ C2. For
example, P12 overlaps with P21, and P12 ∩C1 = P21 ∩C2 =
{e2}. This feature ensures that the information distributed over
C1, C2 can be further distributed over the paths in P1,P2. To
see this, we construct the following routing scheme:
fn,k1 (P ) =
{
1
nI(Y1;Uej |U{e1,··· ,ej−1}) if P = P1j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 3
0 otherwise.
4fn,k2 (P ) =

1
nI(Y2;Ue2 |Y1) if P = P21;
1
nI(Y2;Ue3 |Y1, Ue2) if P = P22;
0 otherwise.
Due to (18)-(20), we can derive that for each e ∈ C1 ∪ C2,
2∑
i=1
∑
P∈Psidi ,e∈P
fn,ki (P ) ≤
1
n
H(Ue) ≤ 1 + 1
k
(21)
For e4, we have:
2∑
i=1
∑
P∈Psidi ,e4∈P
fn,ki (P )
=fn,k1 (P12) + f
n,k
2 (P21) ≤
1
n
H(Ue2) ≤ 1 +
1
k
Likewise, we can prove that (21) holds for all the other edges
of the paths in P1 ∪ P2. Due to (15)-(17), the following
inequalities hold for i = 1, 2∑
P∈Psidi
fn,ki (P ) ≥
(
1− 1
k
)(
R′i −
1
n
)
+
1
n
(22)
By (21), there exists a sub-sequence (nl, kl)∞l=1 such that for
all P ∈ P1∪P2 and i = 1, 2, the sub-sequence (fnl,kli (P ))∞l=1
approaches a finite limit. Define a routing scheme:
fi(P ) =
{
liml→∞ f
nl,kl
i (P ) if P ∈ Pi, i = 1, 2;
0 otherwise.
(23)
Due to (21) and (22), fi(P ) satisfies (1) and (2). Hence, R ∈
Rr, and Rnc ⊆ Rr. The network is routing-optimal. 
B. Information Distributive Networks
In this subsection, we present the definition of information-
distributive networks. Similarly to single unicast, for each
unicast session ωi (1 ≤ i ≤ K), we choose a cut-set
Ci between si and di such that |Ci| = mincut(si, di, Gi),
and a set of paths Pi from si to di. The collection of
these cut-sets, denoted by W = (Ci)Ki=1, is called a cut-
set sequence, and the collection of these path-sets, denoted
by K = (Pi)Ki=1, is called a path-set sequence. For instance,
in Example 2, we choose a cut-set sequence W = (Ci)2i=1,
where C1 = {e1, e2, e3} is a cut-set between s1 and d1,
and C2 = {e2, e3} is a cut-set between s2 and d2, and a
path-set sequence K = (Pi)2i=1, where P1 is a path-set from
s1 to d1, and P2 a path-set from s2 to d2. Moreover, we
arrange the edges in each cut-set in W in some ordering. For
instance, in Example 2, we arrange the edges in C1 in the
ordering T1 = (e1, e2, e3), and the edges in C2 in the ordering
T2 = (e2, e3). Each such ordering is called a permutation of
the edges in the corresponding cut-set. The collection of these
permutations, denoted T = (Ti)Ki=1, is called a permutation
sequence. For e ∈ Ci, let Ti(e) denote the subset of edges
before e in Ti. For e ∈ E, defineW(e) = {Ci ∈ W : e ∈ Ci},
and α(e) the largest index of the source to which tail(e) is
connected. The first feature is described below.
Next, we formalize the three features we have shown in
Example 2. The first feature is described below.
Definition 4. Given a cut-set sequence W , if for all 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ K, each path from sj to di must pass through an edge in
Ci, we say that W is cumulative.
This feature guarantees that the source information con-
tained in the incoming messages at each sink di can be
completely obtained from Y1:i−1, UCi .
Lemma 1. Consider a network code as defined in Definition
1. If W is a cumulative cut-set sequence, then for each 1 ≤
i ≤ K, Yi is a function of Y1:i−1, UCi , and the following
inequality holds:
I(Yi;UIn(di)|Y1:i−1) ≤ I(Yi;UCi |Y1:i−1) (24)
Proof: See Appendix B.
Given a cumulative cut-set sequence W and a permutation
sequence T for W , we can distribute the source information
Yi over the edges in Ci as follows:
I(Yi;UCi |Y1:i−1) =
∑
e∈Ci
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:i−1, UTi(e)) (25)
The second feature is presented below. Without loss of
generality, let W(e) = {Cn1 , · · · , Cnk}, where 1 ≤ n1 <
· · · < nk ≤ K.
Definition 5. Given a cut-set sequence W , we say that it is
distributive if there exists a permutation sequence T for W
such that for each e ∈ ⋃Ki=1 Ci, the following conditions are
satisfied: for all 1 ≤ j < k,
α(e′) ≤ nk ∀e′ ∈ Tnj+1(e)− Tnj (e) (26)
α(e′) ≤ nj+1 − 1 ∀e′ ∈ Tnj (e)− Tnj+1(e) (27)
As shown in Example 2, let T1 = (e1, e2, e3), and T2 =
(e2, e3). For e3, W(e3) = {C1, C2}, T2(e3) − T1(e3) = ∅,
and thus, (26) is trivially satisfied; T1(e3) − T2(e3) = {e1},
α(e1) = 1, and (27) is satisfied. Similarly, we can verify other
edges. Hence, W is distributive.
The above two features ensure that the information from
multiple unicast sessions that is distributed on an edge e ∈⋃K
i=1 Ci can be completely obtained from Ue.
Lemma 2. Consider a network code as defined in Definition 1.
Given a cumulative cut-set sequence W , if W is distributive,
for each e ∈ ⋃Ki=1 Ci, the following inequality holds:∑
1≤i≤K,e∈Ci
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:i−1, UTi(e)) ≤ H(Ue) (28)
Proof: See Appendix B.
The third feature is presented below.
Definition 6. Given a path-set sequence K for W , we say that
K is extendable, if for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ K, P1 ∈ Pi and
P2 ∈ Pj such that P1 overlaps with P2, P1 ∩ Ci = P2 ∩ Cj .
As shown in Example 2, let K = {P1,P2}. Clearly, we
have P12 ∩P21 = {e2, e4}, P13 ∩C1 = P21 ∩C2 = {e2}, and
P13 ∩ P22 = {e3}, P13 ∩ C1 = P22 ∩ C2 = {e3}. Thus, K is
extendable.
Definition 7. A network with multiple unicast sessions is said
to be information-distributive, if there exist a cumulative and
distributive cut-set sequence W , and an extendable path-set
sequence K for W in the network.
As shown in the next theorem, the three features together
guarantee that the network is routing-optimal.
Theorem 1. If a network is information-distributive, it is
routing-optimal.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Example 3. Consider the network shown in Fig. 1b. Define
the following cut-sets:
C1 = {(s,v1), (v2, v3), (v4, v5)}
C2 = {(v2, v3), (v4, v5)}
5C3 = {(v6, v7), (s3, d3)}
Define W = (Ci)3i=1. Define the following paths:
P11 = {(s1, v1), (v1, d1)}
P12 = {(s1, v2), (v2, v3), (v3, d1)}
P13 = {(s1, v4), (v4, v5), (v5, d1)}
P21 = {(s2, v2), (v2, v3), (v3, d2)}
P31 = {(s3, v6), (v6, v7), (v7, d3)}
P33 = {(s3, d3)}
Define K = {{P11, P12, P13},{P21, P22},{P31, P32}}. It can
be verified that W is cumulative and distributive, and K is
extendable. The network is information-distributive. 
IV. MORE EXAMPLES
A. Index Coding
We consider a multiple-unicast version of index coding
problem [4]. In this problem, there are K terminals t1, · · · , tK ,
a broadcast station s, and K source messages X1, · · · , XK , all
available at s. All Xi’s are mutually independent random vari-
ables uniformly distributed over alphabet Xi = {1, · · · , 2m}.
Each terminal requires Xi, and has acquired a subset of source
messages Hi such that Xi /∈ Hi. s uses an encoding function
φ :
∏K
i=1 Xi → {1, · · · , 2l} to encode the source messages,
and broadcasts the encoded message to the terminals through
an error-free broadcast channel. Each ti uses a decoding
function ψi to decode Xi by using the received message and
the messages inHi. The encoding function φ and the decoding
functions ψi’s are collectively called an index code, and l is
the length of this index code. The minimum length of an index
code is denoted by lmin.
This index coding problem can be cast to a multiple-unicast
network coding problem over a network G1 = (V1, E1), where
V1 = {si, di : 1 ≤ i ≤ K} ∪ {u, v}, E1 = {(si, u), (v, di) :
1 ≤ i ≤ K} ∪ {(u, v)} ∪ {(sj , di) : Xj ∈ Hi}. The K
unicast sessions are (s1, d1), · · · , (sK , dK). It can be verified
that there exists an index code of length l, if and only if R =
( lm , · · · , lm ) is achievable by network coding in G1.
Let Ci = {(u, v)}, Pi = {(si, u), (u, v), (v, di)}. Define
W = (Ci)Ki=1 and K = (Pi)Ki=1, where Pi = {Pi}. Since
each Ci contains only one edge,W is distributive. Meanwhile,
since all Pi’s overlap at (u, v), K is extendable.
The following theorem states that if the optimal solution
to the index coding problem is to let the broadcast station
transmit raw packet, i.e., no coding is needed, then the corre-
sponding multiple-unicast network is information-distributive,
and the converse is also true.
Theorem 2. lmin = mK if and only if W is cumulative,
i.e., G1 is information-distributive.
Proof: See Appendix C.
Example 4. In Fig. 2, we show an example of G1, which
corresponds to an index coding problem defined by: H1 = ∅,
H2 = {X1}, H3 = {X1, X2}, and H4 = {X2, X3}. Clearly,
W is cumulative, and thus lmin = mK. 
B. Single Unicast with Hard Deadline Constraint
In this example, we consider the network coding problem
for a single-unicast session (s, d) over a network G = (V,E),
𝑠1 𝑠2 𝑠3 𝑠4 
𝑑1 𝑑2 𝑑3 𝑑4 
𝑢 
𝑣 
Fig. 2. The equivalent network coding problem for an index coding problem.
The network is information-distributive, and thus no coding is needed in the
index coding problem.
where each edge e is associated with a delay de ∈ Z>0,
and each node has a memory to hold received data. Given
a directed path P , let d(P ) =
∑
e∈P de denote its delay.
For e ∈ E, let δ(e) denote the minimum delay of directed
paths from s to tail(e). The data transmission in the network
proceeds in time slots. The messages transmitted from s is
represented by a sequence (Y [t])Kt=0, where Y [t] is a uni-
formly distributed random variable, and represents the message
transmitted from s at time slot t. All Y [t]’s are mutually
independent. We require that each Y [t] must be received by
d within τ time slots. Otherwise, it is regarded as useless,
and is discarded. This problem was first proposed by [6] [7].
Recently, it has been shown that network coding can improve
throughput by utilizing over-delayed information [8].
This problem can be cast to an equivalent network coding
problem for multiple unicast sessions. We construct a time-
extended graph G˜ = (V˜ , E˜) as follows: the node set is V˜ =
{st, dt : 0 ≤ t ≤ K} ∪ {v[t] : 0 ≤ t ≤ K + τ}; for each
e = (u, v) ∈ E and 0 ≤ t ≤ K + τ − de, we add an edge
e[t] = (u[t], v[t + de]) to E˜; for u ∈ V , and 0 ≤ t ≤ K +
τ − 1, we add M edges from u[t] to u[t + 1], where M is
the amount of memory available at u; for each 0 ≤ t ≤ K,
we add J edges from st to s[t] and J edges from d[t+ τ ] to
dt, where J is a sufficiently large integer. Thus, the original
single unicast session (s, d) is cast to K + 1 unicast sessions
(s0, d0), · · · , (sK , dK) over G˜.
Let G˜[t] denote the routing domain for (st, dt), and m =
mincut(s0, d0, G˜[0]). It can be seen that each G˜[t] is simply a
time-shifted version of G˜[0]. Given a subset of edges U ⊆ E˜,
define U [t] = {(u[k + t], v[l + t]) : (u[k], v[l]) ∈ U}. Let
C = {ej [tj ] : 1 ≤ j ≤ m} be a cut-set between s0 and d0
such that ej ∈ E for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and P = {Pj , · · · , Pm} a
set of edge disjoint paths from s0 to d0 such that ej [tj ] ∈ Pj
for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Let P[t] = {P [t] : P ∈ P}. We consider the
cut-set sequence W = (C[t])Kt=0, and the path-set sequence
K = (P[t])Kt=0.
Lemma 3. W is cumulative.
Proof: See Appendix C.
Given U ⊆ E˜, a recurrent sequence of U is a sequence
consisting of all the edges in U that are time-shifted versions
of the same edge. C[0] is said to be distributive if there is a
re-indexing of the edges in C[0] such that for each recurrent
sequence (ep[tnj ])
k
j=1 of C[0], the following conditions are
satisfied:
1) for each 1 < j ≤ k, if eq[tq] ∈ C[0] lies before ep[tnj ],
and eq[tq − tnj + tnj−1 ] /∈ C[0], then tq − δ(eq) ≤
tnj − tnj−1 − 1;
2) for each 1 ≤ j < k, if eq[tq] ∈ C[0] lies before ep[tnj ],
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(b) Routing domain for (s0, d0)
Fig. 3. An example of single unicast with deadline constraint τ = 7. (a)
shows an network with a single unicast (s, d), where ek, i denotes the alias
of an edge and its corresponding delay respectively. (b) shows the routing-
domain between s0 and d0 over the corresponding time-extended graph G˜,
where the node at coordinate (v, t) is v[t]. In this routing-domain, C[0] =
{e8[5], e6[2], e8[6]} is distributive, and P = {P1, P2, P3} is extendable.
Hence, G˜ is information-distributive, and therefore, routing-optimal.
and eq[tq + tnj+1 − tnj ] /∈ C[0], then tq − δ(eq) ≤
tnj − tn1 .
P is said to be extendable if for all Pi, Pj ∈ P and e[k], e[l] ∈
E˜ such that e[k] ∈ Pi and e[l] ∈ Pj , ei = ej and ti−tj = k−l.
Theorem 3. If C[0] is distributive, and P is extendable, G˜ is
information-distributive, and thus is routing-optimal.
Proof: See Appendix C.
Example 5. In Fig. 3a, we show an example of single unicast
with delay constraint τ = 7. In Fig. 3b, we show the routing
domain G˜[0] for (s0, d0). Let C[0] = {e8[5], e6[2], e8[6]},
and P = {P1, P2, P3}, where P1, P2, P3 are marked as
black dashed lines in Fig. 3b. It can be verified that C[0] is
distributive, and P is extendable. Thus, according to Theorem
3, G˜ is information-distributive. 
V. THE CONVERSE IS NOT TRUE
Note that information-distributive networks don’t subsume
all possible routing-optimal networks. In the following, we
show an example of such a network.
Example 6. Consider the network as shown in Fig. 4. We
first show that it is not information-distributive. Define the
following paths:
P11 = {a1, e1, b1}, P12 = {a2, e3, b2}
P21 = {a3, e3, b3}, P22 = {a4, e5, b4}
P31 = {a5, e5, b5}, P32 = {a6, e6, b6}
For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, let Pi = {Pi1, Pi2}, and K = (Pi)3i=1.
Since each source has only two outgoing edges, K is the
only-possible path-set sequence. It can be verified that for
all cumulative and distributive cut-set sequences, K is not
extendable. For instance, let C1 = {a1, e3}, C2 = {e3, b4},
and C3 = {e5, b6}. Clearly, the cut-set sequenceW = (Ci)3i=1
is cumulative and distributive. However, it can be seen that P22
overlaps with P31, but P22∩C2 = {b4}, and P31∩C3 = {e5}.
Hence, K doesn’t satisfy the condition of Definition 6. Sim-
ilarly, we can verify other cases. Thus, the network is not
information-distributive.
Nevertheless, we can show that the network is routing-
optimal. Consider an arbitrary rate vectorR = (R′1, R
′
2, R
′
3) ∈
Rnc. For  = 1k (k ≥ 2), there exists a network code of length
n such that (6)-(8) are satisfied.
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Fig. 4. A routing-optimal network that is not information-distributive.
Define the following cut-sets, and permutations of edges:
C1 = {e1, e2, e3} C2 = {e3, e4, e5} C3 = {e5, e6, e7}
T1 = (e1, e2, e3) T2 = (e3, e4, e5) T3 = (e5, e6, e7)
Define the following permutations:
T ′1 = (b1, b2) T
′
2 = (b3, b4) T
′
3 = (b5, b6)
Let W = (Ci)3i=1, and T = (Ti)3i=1. Clearly, W satisfies the
condition of Definition 4. Thus, according to Lemma 1, for
i = 1, 2, 3, the following inequality holds:
I(Yi;UIn(di)|Y1:i−1) ≤ I(UCi ;Yi|Y1:i−1) (29)
Moreover, since T satisfies the conditions of Definition 5. By
Lemma 2, for e ∈ ⋃3i=1 Ci, the following inequality holds:
3∑
i=1
∑
e∈Ci
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:i−1, UTi(e)) ≤ H(Ue) (30)
Define the following paths:
P11 = {a1, e1, b1}, P12 = {a1, e2, b2}, P13 = {a2, e3, b2}
P21 = {a3, e3, b3}, P22 = {a3, e4, b4}, P23 = {a4, e5, b4}
P31 = {a5, e5, b5}, P32 = {a5, e6, b6}, P33 = {a6, e7, b6}
Let Pi = {Pi1, Pi2, Pi3}. Define a routing scheme as follows:
fn,ki (P ) =
{
1
nI(Yi;UP∩Ci |Y1:i−1, UTi(e)) if P ∈ Pi
0 otherwise.
Note the following inequalities hold for i = 1, 2, 3:
1
n
H(Yi) ≥
∑
P∈Pi
fn,ki (P )
=
1
n
I(Yi;UCi |Y1:i−1)
(a)
≥ 1
n
I(Yi;UIn(di)|Y1:i−1)
=
1
n
∑
e∈In(di)
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:i−1, UT ′i (e))
(b)
≥ 1
n
(1− 1
k
)H(Yi)− 1
n
≥ (1− 1
k
)(R′2 −
1
k
)− 1
n
(31)
where (a) holds because UIn(di) is a function of UC2 , Y1:i−1;
(b) is due to Fano’s Inequality. For i = 1, 2, 3, e′ ∈ ⋃3i=1 Ci,
and e ∈ In(di), define the following notations:
yn,ki =
1
n
H(Yi) u
n,k
e′ =
1
n
H(Ue′)
gn,ki,e =
1
n
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:i−1, UT ′i (e))
Thus, (31) can be rewritten in a concise form as:
yn,ki ≥
∑
P∈Pi
fn,ki (P ) ≥
∑
e∈In(di)
gn,ki,e
≥(1− 1
k
)yn,ki −
1
n
≥ (1− 1
k
)(R′2 −
1
k
)− 1
n
(32)
Due to (31), it can be seen that:
1
2
yn,ki − 1 ≤ (1−
1
k
)yn,ki −
1
n
7≤ 1
n
I(Yi;UIn(di)|Y1:i−1)
≤ 1
n
∑
e∈In(di)
H(Ue) ≤ 2(1 + 1
k
) ≤ 3
This means that yn,ki ≤ 8. Clearly, all yn,ki ’s, un,ke′ ’s,
gn,ki,e ’s and f
n,k
i (P )’s have upper bounds. Thus, there exists
a sub-sequence (nl, kl)∞l=1 such that y
nl,kl
i , u
nl,kl
e′ , g
nl,kl
i,e and
fnl,kli (P ) approach finite limits when l → ∞. Define the
following notations:
yi = lim
l→∞
ynl,kli ue′ = lim
l→∞
unl,kle′ gi,e = lim
l→∞
gnl,kli,e
Clearly, the following inequalities holds:
ue′ ≤ 1 gi,e ≤ ue ≤ 1
Define the following routing scheme:
fi(P ) =
{
liml→∞ f
nl,kl
i (P ) if P ∈ Pi
0 otherwise.
We will prove that this routing scheme satisfies (1) and (2).
According to (31), we see that
∑
P∈Pi fi(P ) ≥ R′2, and thus,
(1) is satisfied. Moreover, due to (30), (2) is satisfied for e ∈⋃3
i=1 Ci. For a3, we have:
fn,k2 (P21) + f
n,k
2 (P22)
=
1
n
I(Y2;U{e3,e4}|Y1)
(c)
≤ 1
n
I(Y2;Ua3 |Y1)
≤H(Ua3) ≤ 1 +
1
k
where (c) is due to the fact that U{e3,e4} is a function of
Ua3 , Y1. Thus, f2(P21) + f2(P22) ≤ 1, and (2) is satisfied for
a3. Using similar arguments, we can prove that (2) is satisfied
for a1, a5. Now consider b4. Due to (32), the following
equations hold:
y2 = g2,b3 + g2,b4 = f2(P21) + f2(P22) + f2(P23) (33)
Meanwhile, since Ub3 is a function of Ue3 , Y1, the following
equations hold:
fn,k2 (P21) =
1
n
I(Y2;Ue3 |Y1) ≥
1
n
I(Y2;Ub3 |Y1) = gn,k2,b3
Hence, f2(P21) ≥ g2,b3 . Combining with (33), we have:
f2(P22) + f2(P23) ≤ g2,b3 ≤ 1
Hence, (2) holds for b3. Similarly, we can prove that (2) holds
for b2, b6. It can be easily seen that for all the other edges,
(2) also holds. Therefore, we have proved that R ∈ Rr. This
means that Rnc ⊆ Rr, and the network is routing-optimal. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a class of routing-optimal net-
works, called information-distributive networks, defined by
three topological features. Due to these features, there is
always a routing scheme that achieves the same rate vector
as network coding such that the traffic transmitted through
the network is the information distributed over the cut-sets
between the sources and the sinks in the corresponding
network coding scheme. We then present some examples of
information-distributive networks related to index coding and
single unicast with hard deadline constraint.
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APPENDIX A
USEFUL TOOLS
In this section, we present some useful tools to be used in
the sequel.
Proposition 1. The following equations hold:
1) H(X|Y ) = H(X|Y, f(Y )).
2) I(X;Y |Z) = I(X;Y |Z, f(Z)).
3) H(X|f(Y )) ≥ H(X|Y ).
4) I(X;Y |Z,W ) ≥ I(X; f(Y,Z)|Z,W ).
Proof: 1) The following equation holds:
H(X,Y, f(Y )) =H(Y ) +H(X|Y ) +H(f(Y )|X,Y )
=H(Y ) +H(X|Y ) (34)
Meanwhile, we have:
H(X,Y, f(Y )) =H(Y ) +H(f(Y )|Y ) +H(X|Y, f(Y ))
=H(Y ) +H(X|Y, f(Y ))
(35)
Combining Eq. (34) and Eq. (35), we have H(X|Y ) =
H(X|Y, f(Y )).
2) Due to 1), we can derive:
I(X;Y |Z, f(Z)) =H(X|Z, f(Z))−H(X|Y,Z, f(Z))
=H(X|Z)−H(X|Y,Z)
=I(X;Y |Z)
3) First, the following equalities hold:
H(X,Y, f(Y )) = H(f(Y )) +H(X|f(Y )) +H(Y |X, f(Y ))
(36)
Combining Eq. (34) and Eq. (36), we then have:
H(X|f(Y )) =H(X|Y ) +H(Y )−H(f(Y ))−H(Y |X, f(Y ))
(a)
=H(X|Y ) +H(Y |f(Y ))−H(Y |X, f(Y ))
=H(X|Y ) + I(X;Y |f(Y ))
≥H(X|Y )
where (a) follows from the equation: H(Y ) = H(Y, f(Y )) =
H(f(Y )) +H(Y |f(Y )).
4) We have the following equations:
I(X;Y |Z,W )− I(X; f(Y,Z)|Z,W )
=H(X|Z,W )−H(X|Y, Z,W )−
[H(X|Z,W )−H(X|f(Y,Z), Z,W )]
=H(X|f(Y,Z), Z,W )−H(X|Y,Z,W ) ≥ 0
where the last inequality is due to 3) and the fact that
(f(Y,Z), Z,W ) is a function of (Y,Z,W ).
Proposition 2. If Y → (X,W ) → Z, then I(X;Y |W ) ≥
I(X;Y |W,Z) and I(X;Y |W ) ≥ I(Z;Y |W ). As a spe-
cial case, we have I(X;Y |W ) ≥ I(X;Y |W, f(X,W )) and
I(X;Y |W ) ≥ I(f(X,W );Y |W ).
Proof: We have the following equations:
I(X,Z;Y |W ) = I(Z;Y |W ) + I(X;Y |W,Z)
=I(X;Y |W ) + I(Z;Y |X,W ) = I(X;Y |W )
8Thus, it must be that I(X;Y |W ) ≥ I(X;Y |W,Z) and
I(X;Y |W ) ≥ I(Z;Y |W ). Since the following chain: Y →
(X,W ) → f(X,W ) holds, we must have I(X;Y |W ) ≥
I(X;Y |W, f(X,W )) and I(X;Y |W ) ≥ I(f(X,W );Y |W ).
APPENDIX B
PROOFS FOR INFORMATION-DISTRIBUTIVE NETWORKS
Proof of Lemma 1: Let S′i denote the set consisting of
the outgoing edges of s1, · · · , si−1. Since each path from sj
(i ≤ j < K) to di must pass through an edge in Ci, S′i ∪ Ci
forms a cut-set between {s1, · · · , sK} and di. Thus UIn(di)
is a function of US′i , UCi . Meanwhile, YS′i is a function of
Y1:i−1. Thus, UIn(di) is a function of Y1:i−1, UCi . According
to Proposition 2, (24) holds.
Proof of Lemma 2: Let T be the permutation se-
quence as defined in Definition 5. Consider an arbitrary
edge e ∈ ⋃Ki=1 Ci. Without loss of generality, let W(e) =
{Cn1 , · · · , Cnk}, where 1 ≤ n1 < · · · < nk ≤ K. Then we
have: ∑
1≤i≤K,e∈Ci
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:i−1, UTi(e))
=
k∑
i=1
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:ni−1, UTni (e))
For k = 1, the following equation holds:
k∑
i=1
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:ni−1, UTni (e))
=I(Yi : Ue|Y1:n1−1, UTn1 (e)) ≤ H(Ue)
Hence, (28) holds for k = 1. We now consider the case k > 1.
We will prove the following inequality holds for 1 ≤ p ≤ k:
k∑
i=p
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:ni−1, UTni (e))
≤I(Ynp:nk ;Ue|Y1:np−1, UTnp (e))
(37)
Clearly, (37) holds trivially for p = k. Assume it holds for
p > 1. We will prove it also holds for p− 1.
k∑
i=p−1
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:ni−1, UTni (e))
(a)
≤ I(Ynp:nk ;Ue|Y1:np−1, UTnp (e))+
I(Ynp−1 ;Ue|Y1:np−1−1, UTnp−1 (e))
(b)
=I(Ynp:nk ;Ue|Y1:np−1, UTnp (e)∩Tnp−1 (e), UTnp (e)−Tnp−1 (e))
+ I(Ynp−1 ;Ue|Y1:np−1−1, UTnp (e)∩Tnp−1 (e), UTnp−1 (e)−Tnp (e))
(c)
≤I(Ynp:nk ;Ue|Y1:np−1, UTnp (e)∩Tnp−1 (e))+
I(Ynp−1 ;Ue|Y1:np−1−1, UTnp (e)∩Tnp−1 (e), UTnp−1 (e)−Tnp (e))
(d)
=I(Ynp:nk ;Ue|Y1:np−1, UTnp (e)∩Tnp−1 (e), UTnp−1 (e)−Tnp (e))
+ I(Ynp−1 ;Ue|Y1:np−1−1, UTnp (e)∩Tnp−1 (e), UTnp−1 (e)−Tnp (e))
(e)
=I(Ynp:nk ;Ue|Y1:np−1, UTnp−1 (e))+
I(Ynp−1 ;Ue|Y1:np−1−1, UTnp−1 (e))
≤I(Ynp:nk ;Ue|Y1:np−1, UTnp−1 (e))+
I(Ynp−1:np−1;Ue|Y1:np−1−1, UTnp−1 (e))
(f)
= I(Ynp−1:nk ;Ue|Y1:np−1−1, UTnp−1 (e))
where (a) is due to our assumption that (37) holds for p; (b) is
due to the equalities, Tnp(e) = (Tnp(e)∩Tnp−1(e))∪(Tnp(e)−
Tnp−1(e)) and Tnp−1(e) = (Tnp(e)∩Tnp−1(e))∪ (Tnp−1(e)−
Tnp(e)); (c) is due to our premise that W is distributive: for
each e′ ∈ Tnp(e) − Tnp−1(e), α(e′) ≤ nk, and thus Ue′ is a
function of Y1:nk ; therefore, according to Proposition 2, we
have:
I(Ynp:nk ;Ue|Y1:np−1, UTnp (e)∩Tnp−1 (e), UTnp (e)−Tnp−1 (e))
≤ I(Ynp:nk ;Ue|Y1:np−1, UTnp (e)−Tnp−1 (e))
(d) is also due to our premise that W is distributive: for each
e′ ∈ Tnp−1(e) − Tnp(e), α(e′) ≤ np − 1, and thus Ue′ is a
function of Y1:np−1; therefore, the following equality holds
according to Proposition 1:
I(Ynp−1 ;Ue|Y1:np−1−1, UTnp (e)∩Tnp−1 (e), UTnp−1 (e)−Tnp (e))
= I(Ynp−1 ;Ue|Y1:np−1−1, UTnp (e)∩Tnp−1 (e))
(e) is again due to Tnp−1(e) = (Tnp(e) ∩ Tnp−1(e)) ∪
(Tnp−1(e) − Tnp(e)); (f) is due to chain rule of mutual
information. Thus, (37) holds for p− 1. This means that (37)
must hold for all 1 ≤ p ≤ k. Letting p = 1 in (37), we have:
k∑
i=1
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:ni−1, UTni (e))
≤I(Yn1:nk ;Ue|Y1:n1−1, UTn1 (e)) ≤ H(Ue)
Thus, the lemma holds.
Let e be an edge that is passed through by at least one path
in an extendable path-set sequence K. According to the above
definition, all the paths in K that pass through e must pass
through a single edge in W . We use µe to denote this edge,
and refer to it as the representative of e in W .
Proof of Theorem 1: Let W = {Ci : 1 ≤ i ≤ K} be a
cumulative and distributive cut-set sequence, T a permutation
sequence for W that satisfies the conditions of Definition 5,
and K = {Pi : 1 ≤ i ≤ K} an extendable path-set sequence
for W . Let R = (R′i : 1 ≤ i ≤ K) be an arbitrary rate vector
in Rnc. Therefore, for  = 1k > 0 (k ∈ Z>0), there exists a
network code which satisfies (3)-(5). In the rest of this proof,
all the random variables are defined in this network code.
We then define the following routing scheme: for 1 ≤ i ≤
K,
fn,ki (P ) =
{
1
nI(Yi;Ue|Y1:i−1, UTi(e)) if P ∈ Pi, e ∈ P ∩ Ci;
0 otherwise.
Since W is cumulative, the following equation holds:∑
P∈Psidi
fn,ki (P ) =
∑
P∈Pi
fn,ki (P )
=
1
n
∑
e∈Ci
I(Yi;Ue|Y1:i−1, UTi(e))
(a)
=
1
n
I(Yi;UCi |Y1:i−1)
(b)
≥ 1
n
I(Yi;UIn(di)|Y1:i−1)
(38)
where (a) is due to (25), and (b) is due to (24). Define δ′i =
Pr(Yi cannot be decoded from UIn(di), Y1:i−1). Clearly, δ
′
i ≤
9δi ≤ 1k . Then, we can derive the following equation:
1
n
I(Yi;UIn(di)|Y1:i−1)
=
1
n
(H(Yi|Y1:i−1)−H(Yi|UIn(di), Y1:i−1))
(c)
=
1
n
(H(Yi)−H(Yi|UIn(di), Y1:i−1))
(d)
≥ 1
n
(H(Yi)− 1− δ′i log |Yi|)
=(1− δ′i)
1
n
H(Yi)− 1
n
(e)
≥
(
1− 1
k
)(
R′i −
1
k
)
− 1
n
where (c) is due to the fact that Yi is independent from Y1:i−1;
(d) is due to Fano Inequality; (e) is due to (7). Combining
the above equation with (38), the following inequality holds:∑
P∈Psidi
fn,ki (P ) ≥
(
1− 1
k
)(
R′i −
1
k
)
− 1
n
(39)
Let e be an edge that is passed through by at least one path
in K. Since K is extendable, the paths in K that pass through
e must pass through e’s representative µe in W . Hence, the
following equation holds:
K∑
i=1
∑
P∈Psidi ,e∈P
fn,ki (P )
=
K∑
i=1
∑
P∈Pi,e∈P
fn,ki (P )
≤
K∑
i=1
∑
P∈Pi,µe∈P
fn,ki (P )
=
1
n
∑
1≤i≤K,µe∈Ci
I(Yi;Uµe |Y1:i−1, UTi(µe))
(f)
≤ 1
n
H(Uµe)
(g)
≤ 1 + 1
k
(40)
where (f) is due to (28); (g) is due to (6).
Since each fn,ki (P ) has an upper bound, there exists a
sequence (nl, kl)∞l=1 such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ K, the sequence
(fnl,kli (P ))
∞
l=1 approaches a finite limit. Define the following
routing scheme:
fi(P ) =
{
liml→∞ f
nl,kl
i (P ) if P ∈ Pi
0 otherwise.
Due to (39) and (40), fi(P ) satisfies (1) and (2). Hence, R ∈
Rr. This implies that Rnc ⊆ Rr, and the network is routing-
optimal.
APPENDIX C
PROOFS FOR EXAMPLES
Proof of Theorem 2: Assume W is cumulative. Hence,
G1 is information-distributive According to Theorem 1, G1 is
routing-optimal. Since routing can achieve a common rate of
at most 1K , lmin = mK.
Now assume lmin = mK. We consider a side-information
graph G′ = (V ′, E′) [4], where V ′ = {1, · · · ,K}, and E′ =
{(j, i) : Xi ∈ Hj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ K}. It has been shown that
if lmin = mK, then G′ is acyclic [4]. We will show that
W is information-distributive. Since G′ is acyclic, we can re-
index the nodes in G′, such that if (j, i) ∈ E′, j < i. Let
1 ≤ i < j ≤ K. Consider a path P from sj to di. Since
(j, i) /∈ E′, Xj /∈ Hi. Thus, there is no directed edge from sj
to di in G1, and P must pass through (u, v) ∈ Ci. Hence, W
is cumulative, and G1 is information-distributive.
Proof of Lemma 3: Let 0 ≤ i < j ≤ K. Assume there
is a directed path P from sj to di. Let P1 be the part of P
after s[j]. Clearly, P ′ = {(si, s[i]), (s[i], s[i+ 1]), · · · , (s[j −
1], s[j])} ∪ P1 is a directed path from si to di. Since C[i] is
a cut-set between s[i] and d[i], P ′ must pass through an edge
e[k] ∈ C[i]. Thus, e[k] ∈ P . This means thatW is cumulative.
Since the duration between e[t] and s[α(e[t])] is δ(e), we
have:
α(e[t]) = t− δ(e) (41)
Lemma 4. If C[0] is distributive, W is distributive.
Proof: Let T [t] = (ei[ti+t])ki=1, and define a permutation
sequence T = (T [t])Kt=0 for W . We will prove that if C[0] is
distributive, T satisfies (26) and (27).
Consider an edge ep[tp] ∈ C[0]. Let(ep[tni ])ki=1 be the
recurrent sequence in C[0], in which all the edges are time-
shifted versions of ep. Without loss of generality, let nj = p.
Next, consider ep[tp+k] ∈ C[k]. Let W(ep[tp+k]) = {C[t] :
ep[tp + k] ∈ C[t], 0 ≤ t ≤ K} denote the subset of cut-
sets which contain ep[tp + k]. Clearly, C[k − tnj+1 + tnj ]
and C[k + tnj − tnj−1 ] are the cut-sets in W(ep[tp + k])
that lies immediately before and after C[k] respectively, and
C[k + tnj − tn1 ] is the last cut-set in W(ep[tp + k]).
Consider an edge eq[tq + k] ∈ C[k] be an edge that lies
before ep[tp+k] in T [k], but doesn’t appear before ep[tp+k] in
T [k−tnj+1+tnj ]. This means that eq[tq+tnj+1−tnj ] /∈ C[0].
Thus, the following equation holds:
α(eq[tq + k]) = k + tq − δ(eq)
(a)
≤ k + tnj − tn1 .
where (a) is due to the premise that C[0] is distributive. Hence,
(26) is satisfied.
Now assume that eq[tq + k] ∈ C[k] lies before ep[tp + k]
in T [k], but doesn’t appear before ep[tp + k] in T [k − tnj +
tnj−1 ]. This implies that eq[tq− tnj + tnj−1 ] /∈ C[0]. Thus, the
following equation holds:
α(eq[tq + k]) = k + tq − δ(eq)
(b)
≤ k + tnj − tnj−1 − 1
where (b) is again due to the premise that C[0] is distributive.
Hence, (27) is satisfied. W is distributive.
Lemma 5. If P is extendable, K is extendable.
Proof: Consider two paths Pi, Pj ∈ P . Assume Pi[k1]
overlaps with Pj [k2] at e[t]. Thus, e[t−k1] ∈ Pi and e[t−k2] ∈
Pj . Since P is extendable, this means that ei = ej and
ti − tj = t− k1 − (t− k2) = k2 − k1
Note that ei[ti + k1] is the edge in W that is passed through
by Pi[k1]. We have:
ei[ti + k1] = ej [tj + k2] ∈ Pj [k2] ∩ C[k2].
Thus, Pi[k1] and Pj [k2] pass through the same edge ei[ti+k1]
in W . Hence, K is extendable.
Proof of Theorem 3: Due to Lemmas 5, 3 and 4, the
theorem holds.
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